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COMMUNICATION

A message exchanged between 2 people which results
in a reciprocal interaction.
“Expressing something your communication partner
didn’t know you were thinking.”

Communication Bill of Rights
National Joint Committee for the Communication Needs
of Persons With Severe Disabilities (NJC)

I have the right to:
Be communicated with (and responded to) in
a dignified manner, and to request, refuse,
socially engage, obtain information about the
world around me, seek assistance, and have
some control over the interactions and
activities in which I participate.

Successful Communication is...
●

EFFECTIVE: message is understood and a
meaningful and appropriate response is provided.

●

EFFICIENT: an idea is expressed as quickly as
possible with the least amount of effort necessary.

●

SOCIALLY APPROPRIATE: modality that others are able to respond
to in a reciprocal and reasonable manner. (not to be confused with
socially “typical” communication). Expressing “I don’t want that”
using words, or symbols is socially appropriate. Crawling under the
table is not.

Communication for a Variety of Purposes
Earliest Communicative Functions:
●
●
●
●

Requesting: Truck! (reaching for toy
truck)
Commenting: Truck! (pointing out the
window at the truck passing by)
Social Closeness: Truck (child offers
you his/her truck, inviting you to play)
Refusal

Other Important Communicative
Functions:
●
●
●

Asking Questions
Responding (important for school)
Sharing information (first about
self, than about less salient
interests)

AAC: Augmentative and Alternative Communication
Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC):
an umbrella term that encompasses the
communication methods and tools used to
supplement or replace speech or writing for
those with impairments in the production or
comprehension of spoken or written language.

UnAided Communication

Facial Expressions
and Body Language

Eye-Gaze
(in response to the environment)

Gestures
Vocalizations and
Verbal Approximations

Aided Communication

Sign Language

Mobile Devices

Communication
Books

Low-tech
Communication
Boards

Picture
Symbols

High-tech
Dedicated
Devices

Lite Tech devices

MYTH: AAC will prevent an
individual from speaking
Research Review and Anecdotal Evidence shows that when paired
with AAC, speech production in individuals with some speech:
●
●
●

increases most of the time
remains unchanged some of the time
does not decrease.

Bottom Line:
AAC enhances an individual’s ability to communicate effectively and independently

According to ASHA...
“AAC interventions should always be multi-modal in nature;
that is, the individual’s full communication capabilities
should be utilized, including any residual speech or
vocalizations, gestures, signs, and aided communication.”

http://www.asha.org/policy/#M

Communicative Modalities:
Aided Communication Strategies
● PECS (Picture Exchange Communication System)
● PODD (Pragmatically Organized Dynamic Display)
● LAMP (Language Acquisition through Motor Planning)
● Partner Assisted Scanning
● 1 or 2-Step Scanning

Access Methods: Direct Selection
Direct Selection is typically the most efficient, and therefore the preferred access method
for individuals who can reliably access vocabulary in this manner.

● Point
● Button Activation (using any body movement that is
consistently reliable) or stylus
● Remove/Arrange Symbol(s)
● Look / Eye-gaze
● Head Pointer (dowel rod / infrared)

Access Methods: Scanning
Scanning is an appropriate access method for individuals who have limited motor skills
for accessing a variety of vocabulary.
-Often these individuals can access 1 or 2 buttons.
-Scanning expands access to a broader array of choices.
-Scanning can be time consuming, and may require significant practice and/or an
attentive (and patient) communication partner, to be well executed.

● 1-Step Scanning

● Scanning Patterns:
○
○
○

● 2-Step Scanning
● Partner Assisted Scanning

Symbol by Symbol
Column→ Row; Row→ Column
Vertical vs. Horizontal Orientation

Semantics Matter
Motor Task (Undermines Child’s Voice):

Communication (Embraces Interaction):

Hit your switch.
Press the
button.

Do it again.

What does mom
have to say?

Tell me
again/about __
?
I can’t wait to
hear what you
have to say?

I want to
know what
you _?

Use 1st-person
language
when recording
messages.

What did you do __?

Non-Symbolic Communication
●

Non-symbolic communication is limited to the "here and now."

●

Examples: pointing and gesturing to respond to what one sees, hears or feels in the
immediate environment.

Symbolic Communication
●

Communication that uses something (e.g. a word, sign, picture,
etc.) to represent a concept or meaning.

●

Symbolic language permits us to talk beyond the "here and
now" about things in another time or place.

●

Example: sounds symbolize meaning in our speech while letters
and words represent meaning in our writing, and in AAC we use
symbols you can hear, see or feel.

MYTH: An individual can be
too cognitively impaired to
benefit from AAC
Research Review in 1988 investigating “Early Cognitive Skills a
Prerequisites for AAC Use: What are we waiting for” …
●
●

Found “no sufficient data” to support the above statement.
Stated that “communication experience can be a vehicle for expanding
cognitive skills.”

Bottom Line:
AAC should be considered for ALL individuals with communication impairments.

AAC Prerequisites

Communication as POWER

As human beings we have a reason to exist.
Communication gives us the definition to exist, but
more importantly
it gives us the POWER to exist.
Dr. Li Rong Lilly Cheng,
Professor in the school of Speech, Language & Hearing Science at San Diego State University
http://blog.asha.org/dr-li-rong-lilly-cheng-on-human-communication-as-a-human-right-transcript/

Why is the POWER of Communication
soooo important?
The flip side of being
emPOWERed by
Communication...

...learned
helplessness,
acting out
behaviors, and
prompt
dependence.

All Behavior is Communication
Reaching = I want / I’m curious about that
Moving away / Throwing = I don’t want / I’m finished
Leaning in = Tell me more / I like this
Looking away= I’m not interested / I don’t care
Sharing a favored item = I like you / I want to be friends / I care about you
Vocalizing loudly / Pushing over furniture = I need your attention / I’m not coping well
Leaving environment / Covering heard = Too much (noise, people, activity)

All Behavior is Communication
●

Compliance is NOT the same thing as communication.

●

Prompting creates compliance, not communication.

●

Non-compliance may be a way to control an interaction.

●

Motivation is key to communication.

●

Statements such as “He’s lazy”, “She doesn’t know”, or “He is ignoring
you” does not recognize the purpose of the behavior and does not
reflect presumed competence.

All Behavior is Communication

Give Students POWER TODAY!
●

Provide opportunities for students to request motivators
(items, activities, people).

●

Ensure students have vocabulary to control interactions, such
as “help, more, my turn, all done.”

●

Facilitate social interactions (and commenting). Use scripts if
needed.
That’s

Hi
w are you?

Ho

I’m good.

Thanks for

awesom

e!

That’s my favorite

asking.

YUK! G

ross!

Give Students POWER TODAY!
●

Consider the student’s personality and what his/her peers are saying.

●

Motivation is ALWAYS a factor.

During Shared Reading:

Turn the page

I like

VS.

it!

Oh

Read that
part again

Turn

age

the p

no!

That reminds
me of
something

So s

illy

Creating a Culture of POWERful Communication
●

Respond to all communicative attempts, even if you can’t reinforce.

●

Accept appropriate communication modalities, if the message was understood.
Don’t make a child “say it again” a different way (with your talker, with your voice,
with your signs).

●

Sabotage the environment / interaction to create a purpose for communication:
○
○
○

Place preferred / desired items in sight but out of reach
Withhold material or parts of an activity to elicit requests
Engage in non-sense actions (put your sock on your hand instead of your feet)

Shaping POWERful Communication Opportunities
●

●

Establish an expectation of communication and create “openings” for
communication with:
○

Expectant pauses

○

An expectant look

○

Open ended sentences

○

Choices

○

Routines

Ensure students’ communication tools are available (and charged) at all times.

Shaping POWERful Communication Opportunities
●

Consider creative alternative modalities for times when a primary device / tool is
not available or convenient.

Communication Everywhere and All the Time
...because
communication
tools should be
put down where
you put down
your voice.

Presume Competence
● We don’t know what our kids know! What do we have to lose?
REALLY?!!!
● Do No Harm: Presume Competence!!
Build positive & respectful relationships →
Foster Positive self-esteem →
Inspire learning and build relationships!

Presume Competence

Language
● Language is usually developed in a fairly
predictable manner.
● Because the acquisition of new language skills flows
gradually forward, it is not unusual to find skill
development that overlaps between stages
● Language acquisition occurs through natural interactions.

Brown’s Stages of Language Development

AAC Language Lab Stages of Lang. Development
a compilation of information on language development gathered from a vast number of resources,
and organized in a single chart of teachable segments

Stage 1
Talking with one word at a time: The person speaks one word at a time. He or she learns to
direct activities, request, and label.

Stage 2
Talking with two and three word phrases: The person learns more words. He or she begins to

combine words to make phrases.

Stage 3
Building phrases and early sentences: The person combines words in meaningful order. Use of
grammar endings for -ing verbs, such as walking, as well as -s to pluralize nouns begins.
https://aaclanguagelab.com/slp/stages

AAC Language Lab Stages of Lang. Development
Stage 4
Learning grammar and sentence structure: Asking questions and making negative statements begin.
Use of irregular past tense verbs, or those that create their past tense without adding -ed, such as
ate, begins.

Stage 5
Using sentences and phrases with more grammar endings: He or she learns to make nouns possessive
by adding ‘s as in mom’s car. Both third person present tense verbs, which use -s as in he eats, and
the use of -edto make regular past tense verbs, such as talked begin.

Stage 6
Using correct grammar and word order in complex sentences: The person understands most
grammar rules. Language continues to grow by adding vocabulary.
https://aaclanguagelab.com/slp/stages

Language
●
●

Language is composed of morphemes, meaningful morphological units of a language
that cannot be further divided (e.g., in, come, -ing, forming incoming )
Morphemes and words can be combined, arranged and re-arranged to create,
change, and extend meaning.
5 WORDS:

I
do
did
it
not

5 MEANINGS:

I did it!
Did I do it?
Do I do it?
I did not do it.
Do it!

Give language!

...without language, there is not way to learn language.

Core Vocabulary
Core vocabulary is a small set of
simple words, in any language, that are
used frequently and across contexts
(Cross, Baker, Klotz & Badman, 1997).
There are just a few hundred
core words.

Fringe Vocabulary
Fringe Vocabulary is situation specific. Their
importance changes from context to context
and from person to person (e.g., evaporation,
museum, funny, etc.).

There are many thousands of fringe words.

How do they work together?
They are not the same!
Nor are they mutually exclusive.
CORE defines FRINGE: FRINGE extends CORE
There are different vocabulary needs and
combinations for each individual and their
particular communication skills and
environments.

CORE Vocabulary:
Examples across content areas

Examples of Core

Natural Aided Language:
Teach how to use
symbols to communicate.
Validate a student’s communication tool
as an acceptable and effective
communication system.

Natural Aided Language
● Model use of the system by pointing to
symbols while providing verbal language
input.
● Use of symbols is modeled in REAL
interactions,
NOT “this symbol means (this).”

NAL: Food for Thought!

Sennott, Burkhart, Musselwhite, Cafiero. Aided Language Stimulation:
Research to Practice. ATIA Orlando 2010 www.lburkhart.
com/atia_algs_handout_1_10.pdf

Communication (and Language) are the Foundation
for Engagement
For students to achieve active engagement they should:
– be active participants in the learning process
– demonstrate their understanding in a variety of ways
– be engaged in learning

The Importance of Active Engagement for ALL
● If students are not engaged or participating we cannot know
what they are learning
● Students can not engage if they do not have an effective way to
communicate
● Assume competence with opportunities for active engagement!

According to research Active Engagement is…
Three different levels of engagement; emotional, behavioral, and cognitive :
– Emotional engagement is specific to how positive their emotions, enthusiasm,
and interests are during learning.
– Behavioral engagement is observable behavior such as time-on task, overt
attention, classroom participation, question asking, and choice of challenging
tasks
– Cognitive engagement refers to mental effort, such as meaningful processing,
strategy use, concentration, and metacognition
Fredericks, J.A., Blumenfeld, P.C., & Paris, A. H. (2004). School Engagement: Potential of the Concept, State of the Evidence. Review of
Educational Research, pp. 74, 59-109.

Active Engagement is…
The characteristics and actions that typical students demonstrate in the classroom are
vastly different from those with significant disabilities.
– Verbal Discourse
– Questioning
– Technological Expression
– Project Based Learning
– Collaborative Practice
– Writing

Active Engagement is...
Students with Complex Communication Needs, by contrast, have few
opportunities to engage in meaningful verbal discourse about their learning.
● Learning interactions are often limited to choice-making and
questioning.
● Questioning often takes the form of “testing.”

Active Engagement is...
Think about all the ways kids engage in discourse and learning:

Give them Language!!
Express imagination
Build Meaningful Relationships

Show what you know

Expand cognitive
understanding

Pursue curiosities

Showcase personality, and
sense of humor

Advocate for wants, needs
& rights
Share ideas

Resources
www.prAACticalAAC.com
https://aaclanguagelab.com/
http://www.angelman.org/resources-education/communication-training-series/
http://www.dynavoxtech.com/implementation-toolkit/learning-paths/list/?id=7
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Communication-Aactualized
https://www.ablenetinc.com/resources/recorded_webinars/

